
ADVANCE BOOKING ESSENTIAL      MINIMUM AGE NORMALLY 16 YEARS

CANCELLATION POLICY: 
In the event of cancellation 15 days notice is required and any refund given is dependant on Denny Bros Supplies Ltd 
being able to resell the space. Denny Bros Supplies Ltd reserves the right to apply a £5 administration charge per class.
Denny Bros Supplies Ltd reserves the right to cancel any class and will endeavour to give 7 days notice except for in 
unforeseen circumstances. In the event of Denny Bros Supplies Ltd cancelling a class a full refund will be given.

Denny Bros
YOUR VERY OWN ONE STOP SHOP!                          ESTABLISHED 1945 

t (01284) 761171 

www.dennybrosshops.co.ukw

SKETCHBOOK WORKSHOP        TUTOR - DEBORA CANE
SATURDAY 7TH NOVEMBER 10.00AM - 4.00PM (PLEASE BE PROMPT)

£40.00

Based on the architecture and scenery of Bury St Edmunds, this course takes you through the process of 
collecting visual information, researching, drawing and experimenting.  A day of connected, interesting 
projects to inspire and develop your sketchbook activities.

Materials required:
Drawing pencils: B, 2B 
Rubber
Permanent black fine liner pens, or any drawing pen of your choice
A small set of watercolours
One or two brushes, size around 3,4 or 5
Digital camera or smartphone to take photographs 
and view pictures when back at the studio.
Sketchbook: we will be undertaking short exercises and 
drawing in the field so it is recommended that you bring
a sketchbook that is A4 or smaller (A5 is ideal) so that it 
is easy to hold and to carry around. It needs to be hard backed,
bound, plain, reasonable quality cartridge paper.
Bring the size and shape that you feel comfortable with.
Any other drawing equipment that you use regularly and feel 
comfortable using (note that charcoal and very soft pencils are 
not suitable for this course).
We are very likely to visit a local coffee shop for about an hour 
to practice a bit of public drawing, so you may need a small
amount of cash to buy a coffee. You will not be required to walk, 
or carry your sketchbook for more than 10 minutes at a time. 
As part of the course we may walk as far as the Abbey to take
photographs of visual information that we will use later in the
day. If the weather is bad we may only walk to a local coffee shop to observe local landmarks from there.

15% discount available on art products for anyone booked on to the course.
Two uses permitted which expire at the end of the course.


